
YELL FOR YELLOW
MAKE PROGRESS  
No one wants their life to be static, without growth or progress – that’s why we focus on providing services 
and products that add genuine value to your life and take you towards your most important goals. Use these 
benefits to bring convenience into every day, while saving time and money. Try it – you’ll like it!

Electricity has gone up and now’s the time to get into the habit of saving electricity wherever possible. Here 
are six practical tips to help reduce your monthly bill: 
1. Buy energy-efficient light bulbs. Compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) use 80% less electricity than   
    ordinary light bulbs and last up to 8 times longer. 
2. Physically turn off appliance switches or at the wall (e.g. a TV or Hi-Fi), instead of leaving them on stand-by  
 (they still use electricity otherwise). 
3. Keep the oven door completely closed until food is cooked (use the oven light to check food instead). Every  
 time the door is opened, the oven temperature drops, and the heat must be replaced. 
4. Cold water short wash cycles and rinse-only cycles on dishwashers and washing machines are designed  
 for energy and water conservation. 
5. Thick frost on chilling panels reduces a fridge and freezer’s cooling ability. If you do not have a frost-free  
 model, defrost your fridge or freezer when frost is between 0.6 cm and 1.3 cm thick. 
6. Defrost food in the fridge  the morning of cooking  instead of the microwave oven as it is more economical.

Eating out with a friend is fun and it’s even more fun when you can choose from over 500 restaurants 
nationally. But that’s not all – when the bill arrives, you only pay for one main meal and the second main meal 
is free up to R100! Discount Dining gives you great deals on meals. 
Find restaurants in a 5km to 50km radius of your area.
 1.   Log on to our website with your username and password.
 2.   To find selected outlets, select the “Click Here” tab.
 3. Scroll down to “Quick Map” to find restaurants near you. 

Plus a FREE buff and polish! Keep your vehicle looking as good as new with Protech Dent & Scratch Repairs.  
Pay cash for professional same day service at your home or office. Only available in JHB and surrounding 
areas. Call 0861 726 826 to redeem this offer. 

Claim free & work doesn’t affect vehicle warranty. 

ENERGY-SAVING SPECIAL OFFERS

DINING

ENERGY-SAVING TIPS  

15% OFF MOBILE DENT AND SCRATCH REPAIR

Dynamo LED Torch with Radio and Phone Charger 
Was R449       Now R299       SAVE R150
Promotion Code: Energy

Illuminated LED Emergency Light IDEA-3393
Was R285       Now R135       SAVE R150
Promotion Code: Energy

Solar Waterproof LED Outdoor Lantern IDEA-3383
Was R435       Now R285       SAVE R150
Promotion Code: Energy

Santam is an authorised financial services provider (licence number 3416)

Call Yell for yellow now on 0861 726 826 or visit www.yellforyellow.co.za and take advantage of this
month’s great offers!
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